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1 .     The origin of the current EU energy market crisis is the
manipulation of its natural gas market. Extreme gas
wholesale prices are direct consequences of the
withholding of Russian gas del iveries to the European
market (Figure 1).

2.     As extreme gas prices spi l l over to the EU wholesale
electricity market, its functioning is also spoi led. The
conclusion is that the crisis should be managed at its
origin: the natural gas market. The reduction of the
natural gas price on TTF can largely remedy the
problems of the electricity market, therefore, an ad-
hoc structural adjustment to the European electricity

market model should be avoided.

FIGURE 1 . DIFFERENCE OF RUSSIAN DELIVERIES TO THE EU IN 2021-2022

COMPARED TO 2020 (TWH/MONTH) AND THE TTF SPOT GAS PRICE (€/MWH)

Source: REKK based on TTF and ENTSOG data*Péter Kaderják is Head of Zero Carbon Hub at the Budapest University of Technology and

Economics

** András Mezősi , Borbála Tóth and Péter Kotek are senior research fel lows at REKK.

http://rekk.hu/rolunk/rekk_alapitvany
https://zerocarbonhub.hu/
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6.     I t is important to note that the primary objective of
the above proposed ‘skimming mechanism’ is to

reduce TTF prices to cost reflective levels and not to

collect revenues from the producers’ extra profits.

This is why the multipl icator k is employed in the
formula: it results in the accelerated decrease of the
CBT fee when TTF is decreasing and an accelerated
increase of the CBT fee when TTF is increasing.3

7.     Figure 2 il lustrates the operation of the proposed
‘skimming’ mechanism by using historic TTF prices.

The black l ine stands at EUR 80/MWh for the justified
cost of the producers (Ci), and the blue area shows
the revenue earned by the pipel ine suppl ier. As the
blue area shows, the revenue of the pipel ine suppl ier
can fal l below Ci in case the TTF is extremely high, as
the European tariff and the multipl ier k would kick in
– therefor it is expected that pipel ine suppl ier wi l l
rather bid the justified cost and earn the marginal
revenue and not pay the additional CBT tariff. The
orange part is paid to the European fund only by the
pipel ine suppl ier. This way the TTF price signal can
stil l act as an undistorted price signal for LNG – and

this is the principal advantage of the proposed

skimming mechanism to a simple price cap put on

TTF.

8.     Revenues from the cross-border entry tariff should go
to a dedicated account, managed by the Commission
or other European body, and used for facil itating

adjustment to the high energy price environment

and improving financial market conditions for

European energy markets.

9.     I n order not to discourage LNG from the EU market,
entry points from LNG regasification terminals can

be made fully exempted from the above cross-border
gas entry tariff increase.

10.   The proposed mechanism addresses the strategic

behaviour related to volume withholding. However,
with most gas supply LTC being indexed to TTF, it
might happen, that despite the use of multipl ier k, a
suppl ier sel ls very low volumes at very high price to
keep TTF high with the aim to keep European markets
tight in the winter and then offering larger LTC
volumes at very high prices (due to the 3-6-9 month
lag in contracts) in the spring, but at the same time

3.     Fixing the EU’s current gas market problem should

be managed at the EU level , instead at the Member
State level in a market compatible manner. Member
State level uni lateral interventions (see Spain,
Portugal , Greece) wi l l distort the internal electricity
market and could lead to a highly inefficient outcome.

4.     The current EU gas market crisis results in
unprecedented economic rents to the gas producers,
that are mainly outside suppl iers of the EU. Whi le
their production costs remain largely unchanged,
their hub indexed prices, and thus revenues skyrocket.
EU citizens should not finance further the extra

profits of its outside gas suppliers through multi-fold

gas tariff increases.

5.     To correct the abovementioned unfair situation, we
propose to introduce a ‘skimming mechanism’ in the

form of a new cross-border fee, added to the current

regulated cross-border gas entry tariff on each MWh

of pipeline gas crossing the border of the EU. The fee
should be l inked to the (D-1) day-ahead EU gas
market price (e.g. TTF) and a pre-determined
“justified gas production cost”, that must be high
enough to cover the cost of producing the most
expensive unit of gas for EU consumers plus
transmitting it to the given EU border by pipel ine.

              Formal ly,

              where

CBT is the fee that is added to the current regulated
cross-border gas entry tariff to the EU with the
aim to col lect the extra profit of producers;

TTFd-1 is the dai ly spot price of TTF on the previous
day;

Ci is the justified cost of the most expensive unit of
pipel ine gas imported to the EU; and

k is a multipl icator incentivizing suppl iers to lower their
bids instead of paying the additional fee CBT.

            For example, on a day of 400 EUR/MWh TTF dai ly gas
price, Ci is being set at 80 EUR/MWh, and k set to 1 .1
the importer should pay an additional 352 EUR/ MWh1

of cross border entry tariff after each MWh of gas it
ships to the EU market. This way the suppl ier earns 32
EUR/MWh2, but it would be better off offering gas at
80 EUR/MWh, since then the fee would be 0. This
way the suppl ier is incentivised to lower its bid closer
to the cost covering level .

FIGURE 2. ILLUSTRATION OF THE PROPOSED SKIMMING MECHANISM

Source: REKK based on TTF

1 (400-80) * 1 .1

2 (80-(400-352))

3 Thus setting, for example, k = 1 .1 , the revenue of an outside suppl ier could quickly

decrease with increasing TTF prices.

https://zerocarbonhub.hu/
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manipulating the TTF price to be low – to avoid
paying high entry tariffs. The measure therefore

needs a much more rigorous monitoring of the

bidding behaviour by ACER.

1 1 .     The advantages of introducing the above mechanism
are as fol lows.

a.         Outside pipeline gas suppliers to the EU can

earn a justified return on their supply to the EU.

b.       The EU can collect the extra rent from outside
pipel ine gas suppl iers under the current extreme
conditions.

c.     The motivation of pipeline suppliers to further
manipulate EU spot gas prices is reduced , since
they are interested to keep the TTF at a level
close to the Ci ; therefore, Ci works as a price cap.

d.       TTF as a price indicator remains undistorted , no
direct cap is appl ied; therefore, some of the
disadvantages of a price cap can be avoided.

e.         Private contracts remain respected, since an EU-
wide scheme is launched, and it al lows private
parties to adjust their contracts to the change.

f.   With LNG entry points exempted, the

competitiveness of the EU for the global LNG

supply is maintained.

g.   Efficiently operating EU electricity wholesale

markets remain untouched.
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